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This essay aims to analytically explain the foreign policy of Pakistan (PFOP) under Imran Khan
Government. Here the question is that does PFOP in Change position? If it is, then at what extent
minor or major? To answer the question, we argue that POFP is in a change position at a minor
level. We found that the diplomacy which we dubbed “Speech diplomacy” is not enough to achieve
the desired foreign policy objective. There is a need for a clear policy that should focus on strategic
partnerships and exible consensus.
No State foreign policy is immune to change where Pakistan’s foreign policy under Imran Khan has
no exception. Since Imran Khan became the Prime Minister of Pakistan in 2018, the foreign policy
of Pakistan seems to have been in a position of change. The policy change will be explained by
using Hermann’s three methods, which are: program change, second, adjustment change, and last
problem or goad change. Program change means that the method of achieving foreign policy
objectives has been changed. For instance, Imran khan is focusing on the diplomatic initiative,
instead of to use the military to resolve the issues with India over the Kashmir issue. Second, the
adjustment change means that change in e orts and/or scope of foreign policy. In the case of
Pakistan, Imran is working to normalize Iran-Saudi, Tehran-Washington and Taliban-US relations.

Third, Problem/Goal Changes: the initial problem or goal that the policy addresses is replaced or
simply forfeited. In this foreign policy change, the purposes of themselves are replaced. In this
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case, we will explain the “Kartarpur Corridor” which is using as soft power. Compare to previous
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governments especially during the post-9/11 decades there are no such changes have occurred in
the foreign policy of Pakistan (PFOP) as it occurring under Imran Khan Government.
Program Change
Imran Khan is trying to resolve the Kashmir issue by diplomatic negotiation rather than use of
military force, this function as a program change. The idea of Imran khan is very clear regarding
the use of the military as he remarked that “Prime Minister Imran said the Kashmir issue could be
resolved through dialogue as the war could not be a solution to any problem and those looking for
that option were fools.” Imran said that “We will never start the war. Both Pakistan and India are
nuclear powers and if tension escalates the world will face danger. I want to tell India that war is
not a solution to any problem. The winner in war is also a loser. War gives birth to host of other
issues”. Imran khan is paci st and anti-war because his thinking is that wars can never solve the
problems. We have never seen such kind of changes in Pakistan’s foreign policy in the
contemporary political history if we compare it with previous governments where no much focus
has given to diplomatic negotiation as Imran giving; for instance, he became the ambassador of
Kashmir. We do not mean that previous governments have not attached importance to diplomatic
negotiation but we mean that at such level there are no e orts where they entirely denied the use
of the military. Currently, the approach of Imran Khan to highlight the issue of Kashmir at the
multilateral and bilateral forum is what dubbed “Speech Diplomacy”. By speech diplomacy, we
mean that Imran Khan is doing speech in multiple forums such as the United Nations and others.
Imran Khan is trying to pressurize the Indian government for the purpose to achieve the foreign
policy objective without using military forces.
Adjustment change: it means that changes in e orts and/or scope of foreign policy. In the case of
Pakistan, Imran Khan is doing e ort to normalize the relations of Iran-Saudi, Tehran-Washington,
and Taliban-US. Currently, during the US-Iran tension he did the e ort to normalize both state
relations as he mentioned that the implication of the tensions will be disasters for the whole Gulf
region, and tried to deliver his message to President Trump that “war is not the solution.” He asked
the “FM Qureshi to visit Iran, KSA & USA to meet with respective foreign ministers, Secretary of
State; & COAS Gen Bajwa to contact relevant military leaders to convey a clear message: Pakistan is
ready to play its role for peace but it can never again be part of any war”. Further, if we look to
Afghanistan’s issue Imran khan is trying to normalize US-Taliban relations as Trump mentioned
that “Pakistan has the power to do so”. These e orts show the minor changes in Pakistan’s foreign
policy under the Imran khan government.
Problem/Goal Changes: the initial problem or goal that the policy addresses is replaced or simply
forfeited. In this foreign policy change, the purposes of themselves are replaced. In case the policy
over “Kartarpur Corridor” has been changed that is a tool of soft power for Pakistan. In November
2019, Imran Khan inaugurated the Kartarpur corridor to facilitate visa-free entry of Indian Sikh
pilgrims. To achieve foreign policy objectives Imran khan tried to socialize and educate the Indian

Sikh citizen as he remind to them that “I am always so happy to see the Sikh community who have
come here. God lives in the hearts of all of us. All the messengers who have come and gone only
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ever brought two messages, that of peace and justice.” In Pakistan’s political history there is no
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such kind of changes has occurred as it is occurring under Imran Khan Government.



Suggestions for Pakistan
We here suggest that over Kashmir issue only “speech diplomacy” is not enough Islamabad should
focus on two things, rst, strategic partnership and second exible consensus. These factors are
very important to achieve the foreign policy objective and make long-term relations with other
states. To do so Pakistan will not go into foreign policy dilemma especially on core national interest
that is Kashmir issue.
Conclusion
Our argument here yielded a powerful result that’s Pakistan foreign policy under Imran khan has
been changed at the minor level. We explained that at three levels Pakistan FP has been changed
which are: program change, second, adjustment change, and last problem or goad change. If we
critically analyze the political history of Pakistan we do not see such kind of Changes that have
been occurred under the Imran khan government.
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Guterres lauds Pakistan’s commitment to
climate change
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By Anica Niazi

Secretary-General António Guterres delivers an address at a 'Special Talk on Sustainable Development and Climate Change', in
Islamabad, Pakistan. UN News/May Yaacoub

The residents and expats rejoiced as news channels bombarded with joy. Happy days in Pakistan.
The four-day jaunt was a welcomed one as it exempli ed the country’s continued march to
improve its image in the world. Indeed, remarkably news for everyone attached to the heartland of
over 200 million.

UN Chief Antonio Guterres’ scheduled trip to Pakistan was from Sunday, 15th February 2020 to
Wednesday,18th February
and warmth to pay
 SHARE 2020.He arrived to the country of hospitality
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gratitude for its e orts to maintain peace and establishing goals to sustain climatic change.
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His four days started with his addressed to International Conference on 40 Years of Hosting

Afghan Refugees in Pakistan: A New Partnership for Solidarity. He delivered a speech that won
every Pakistani’s heart as he orated a story of success. The UN Chief excellently put into words the
e orts by Islamabad for its dwindling environment.
CONTINUE
Pakistan’s once good deed, when the nation
wholeREADING
heartedly accepted the refugees of Afghanistan
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Ever since the inauguration of the Kartarpur Corridor, three months ago, in November 2019, it has
drawn the attention of media and strategic analysts in South Asia, and outside the region, for
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di erent reasons. The Corridor, a long standing demand of the Sikh community, connects Dera
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Baba Nanak (Punjab, India) with Gurudwara Darbar Sahib, (Narowal Kartarpur in Pakistan) (which
are barely 5 kilometres apart). Individuals wanting to pay obeisance at Darbar Sahib, can cross
over through the Corridor, without a visa.
The founder of the Sikh faith, Guru Nanak Sahib spent a crucial phase of his life — the last 18 years
— at the town of Kartarpur, which he founded (in 2019, along with members of the community,
many governmental and non-governmental organisations, in di erent capacities commemorated
the 550th birth anniversary of Guru Nanak Sahib).
While it is true, that in recent years, there has been an increase in the number of Sikh pilgrims
visiting Pakistan on important religious occasions, and the Pakistan government had taken steps
to encourage more Sikh pilgrims, the opening of the Kartarpur Corridor is signi cant, given that
pilgrims can travel without a visa.
CONTINUE READING
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Pakistani Christians played an important role in Pakistan’s independence. When they were in dire
need of Sikh, Persian, and Christian minorities’ support, the Supreme Leader and other Muslim
leaders promised them equal freedom and rights in the newly established government.
Thus Christians in Punjab and Sindh were fully active after 1945. Christians also supported the idea
of a separate Muslim state.
Since Pakistan’s independence in 1947, until the mid-1970s, the Pakistani government was largely
secular. But on 26 March 1971, Eastern Pakistan was declared the independent state
of Bangladesh, and most of the Pakistani Hindus (who lived in Bangladesh) separated from
Pakistan. Meanwhile, Pakistan’s transformation into a culturally integrated and increasingly Islamic
state has turned Islam to the source of legislation and a cornerstone of national identity. The
governments of Zul qar Ali Bhutto and Zia al-Haq therefore took greater Islamic law into account.
Pakistani Christians
CONTINUE
READING are the largest minority after the Hindus.
Most of Pakistan’s population are Muslims,
but Christians
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